Introduction

The prevalence of nickel, cobalt or chromium allergy is high both in the professional environment and in the general population [23]. Metal exposure may happen by skin contact with articles of daily life and increasingly also by metal implants. Metal-allergic reactions can thus appear for example as eczema but also as chronic peri-implant inflammation with pain, effusion or loosening [2, 29]. In Germany alone in the year 2011 232,320 total hip and 168,486 total knee endoprostheses were implanted – and about 10.4% respectively 9.5% of these surgeries were complication-related revision surgery [35]. Often a classical complication elicitor like malposition or infection cannot be found [8, 10] – and metal allergy is discussed as differential diagnosis.

Over the years implant-associated skin reactions or loosening have been described in case reports. However the causal link between the clinical picture and diagnosis of allergy remained often unclear. While only a few research groups in North America – especially J. Hallab’s group – are working on the topic implant allergy,
there is some more activity in Europe [3, 13, 34]. The Danish research group around J. Thyssen has recommended extensive patch testing (including previously not widely evaluated metal preparations) to clarify intolerance reactions [34]. The orthopedic group led by Donatella Granchi from Bologna gave a critical comment on “metal hypersensitivity testing in patients undergoing joint replacement” based on 22 publications [13]. She points out that in patients with implant failure compared to stable implant more frequently metal allergy is found. However, detection of allergy is not able to predict implant failure. In fact, there are patients who tolerate the respective implanted alloy despite the presence of cutaneous metal allergy [27]. Accordingly a general pre- or postoperative “allergy screening” is not recommended and a spectrum of potential causes for implant failure has to be considered in arthroplasty-related complications before an allergologic work-up [10].

Peri-implant inflammation patterns – apart from innate immune reactions [5] – may indicate the postulated lymphocytic hypersensitivity reaction at the joint [16, 33]. Also the “philosophy” of arthroplasty seems different [6] in Europe and the United States: For example regarding the use of metal-on-metal (MoM) hip replacement or the use of ceramic components. Register data are not only helpful to detect high rates of complications and/or failure of certain metal implant designs, but can give also indication of potential problem elicitors. The Australian arthroplasty register named also “metal sensitivity” as a reason for revision: in about 0.9% of the revised shoulder endoprostheses and 5.7% of the revised total hip arthroplasty [21].

As we run a special ambulatory for patients with suspected implant allergy in Munich we have seen a spectrum of implant related complications. In the following we want to inform about clinical pictures and allergy diagnostics in suspected implant allergy.

Clinical pictures

Here we focus on orthopaedic-surgical metal implants.

Skin reactions

Eczema was observed especially after osteosynthesis of the extremities in association with nickel, chromium or cobalt allergy [4, 15, 29]. In addition recurrent erysipelas-like erythema, swelling and impaired wound healing are described [32]. Erysipelas mimicking vasculitis-like reactions have been reported [18]. Also remaining metal fragments or particles related to saw-/drilling instruments may cause local allergy-related complications. The persistent erythema, itching and swelling of the big toe of a nickel-allergic patient with osteotomy is exemplary. Symptoms remained even after removal of the Kirschner wire. Radiology showed saw-wear particles in the previous surgery site [11]. Also nickel contamination of (according to manufacturer’s instructions) pure titanium osteosynthesis could provoke local complications [31]. Local or generalized allergy related eczema is rarely seen in knee or hip replacement [30] as well as cutaneous vasculitis [19]. On the other hand, in case of failure of non-cemented MoM hip arthroplasty, the possible relevance of a metal allergy could be corroborated in conjunction with peri-implant histology [28]. Histological examination of implant-associated skin changes is recommended in order to not overlook rare findings such as reticular erythema [1] or intralymphatic histiocytosis [14].

Other reactions

In association with metal allergy impaired wound and fracture healing have been described [31]. Especially in knee arthroplasty recurrent pain, effusion, loosening and reduced range of motion without infection but with associated metal allergy are reported [8]. This also applies to patients with hip arthroplasty. Such cases were interpreted as metal implant allergy in synopsis of proven metal allergy and peri-implant lymphocytic inflammation particularly in patients with MoM pairing. The chain of evidence becomes better if appropriate patients are followed up after revision with “alternative materials” [3, 7]. For a number of situations the role of metal allergy, however, is still to be determined: Aseptic loosening of endoprosthesis with implant-related osteolysis; persistent pain; persistent inguinal pain and cystic “pseudotumor” development after resurfacing with metal-metal bearing; exaggerated periarticular fibrosis (“arthrofibrosis”) with restricted range of motion.

Allergological diagnostics in patients with putative metal implant allergy

“Suspected allergy” before surgery

Preoperative “prophylactic-prophetic” compatibility testing should not be performed. This matches also with the statement in the guideline of patch testing with contact allergens by Schnuch et al. [24]: “The patch test is not suitable, to predict the development of allergic contact dermatitis (in the sense of a “prophetic testing”).” Only when history of previous intolerance reactions exist, a possible metal allergy or potential allergy to bone cement components can be clarified. The review article by Geier et al. [12] stresses – and this is still valid – that there is yet no consensus recommendation for patch test details in suspected implant intolerance.
**Work up in patients suspected of having metal implant allergy**

After exclusion of the most frequent differential diagnoses (such as infection or skin changes by psoriasis, tinea, alternative contact allergy triggers) the patch test is performed. The histology of peri-implant tissue can give an additional indication of a hypersensitivity reaction by lymphocyte dominated inflammation. A T-cellular metal sensitivity can also be questioned by the lymphocyte transformation test (LTT). This is however still restricted to scientific laboratories which evaluate the results critically case by case for the clinical relevance [29]. Figure 1 suggests the appropriate diagnostic steps.
Allergological medical history

In addition to indications of a potential metal allergy (redness, itching, eczema to jeans button, to fashion jewelry or intolerance of leather goods) also intolerance of dental resins or artificial acrylate-based finger nails could be hints to possible contact allergy to acrylates and additives such as benzoyl peroxide (and a corresponding testing be justified).

Patch testing

The standard series covers with nickel, chromium and cobalt preparations essential implant components. The author’s approach to suspected bone cement allergy is: testing of substances that are available from other (dental) test series: “gentamicin sulfate, benzoyl peroxide, hydroquinone, 2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate, copper-(II)-sulfate, methylmethacrylate, N, N-dimethyl-p-toluidine”. We recommend also a delayed reading after six or seven days, as we often observe late reactions to gentamicin. Additional metal preparations are available, but not yet standardized – and their use should be critically decided case by case [28]. The clinical relevance of test results must, as always, be interpreted in the context of additional informations.

Histology

The consensus classification of periprosthetic membrane reaction pattern gives very useful information [17]. A definition of metal allergy-induced peri-implant reaction pattern is currently being developed, and the author is cooperating in this matter with the reference pathologist of allergy research group of the German Orthopedic and surgery society. In combination with the consensus classification of peri-implant membrane the analysis of the local cytokine pattern further adds to develop tools for evaluation of peri-implant lymphocytic inflammation [33].

Lymphocyte transformation test (LTT)

It analyzes the antigen-induced proliferative response in relation to the baseline proliferation of unstimulated peripheral blood cells in vitro. This then expressed as stimulation index [SI]. We have – as well as other laboratory groups – set the indication-limit for sensitization on SI>3 [26] and give interpretation only in conjunction with other diagnostic parameters. The LTT can be used as a complementary method to assess antigen-specific T-cell reactions, for example when investigating a suspected allergic drug reaction [20]. It must be however carefully evaluated whether the found sensitization also means disease-causing hypersensitivity [9, 22]. Even for nickel allergy quality assessments of LTT procedures are very rare [25]. Accordingly, the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) [9], did not publish a general recommendation for the LTT.

Conclusions

The diagnosis “implant allergy” results from the synopsis of as many diagnostic steps as possible. This starts with medical history and includes clinical findings, patch testing and analysis of peri-implant tissue – with patch testing and histology appearing essential to us. The LTT is still a more scientific method and requires a thoughtful interpretation.
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